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By comparing the Laplace transform L with the differential operator D, we
y1  . y1  .obtain a formula for the inverse Laplace transform L s 1rp V cos p D V L ,
where V is a unitary transformation operator. This helps us obtain an explicit
spectral representation of L . Some applications of the above relation are dis -
cussed. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xAn extensive bibliography up to 1975 has been compiled by Piessen 18 .
w xBellman's book 5 shows a wide range of applications of numerical
w xinversion. Krylov and Skoblya 15 cover the theoretical basis of a number
of inversion methods but do not consider implementation or present
w xnumerical results. The survey paper by Davies and Martin 8 , which tests
14 inversion procedures on a set of 16 transforms, is a major contribution.
However, very few authors have approached the inversion of the Laplace
transform from an operator-theoretic point of view by looking at its
 w x w x w x.spectrum and spectral measure see 14 , 19 , and 3 . This approach,
16
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which is going to be our main concern, will enable us to discover interest-
ing relations between the Laplace transform and differential operators of
infinite order. This connection is in fact obtained as a by-product of the
spectral measure of the Laplace transform, which is the heart of regular-
w xization methods 4 . Although the Laplace transform has been studied for
a long time, it still reveals and illustrates deep results in operator and
spectral theory. These ideas will be explained as we proceed further.
In what follows, the Laplace transform is seen as an operator acting in
2  .the separable Hilbert space L 0, ` ,d x
L2 2L 0, ` ª L 0, ` , .  .d x d x
and so is defined in the L2 sense by
`
ys xL y s s e y x dx. .  .  .H
0
 w x.It is well known see 9 that the Laplace transform of a function of
2  . 2  w x.L 0, ` belongs to the Hardy space H see 12 :d x
`
22 < <H s F s q it analytic for s ) 0 and sup F s q it dt - ` .  .H 5y`sG0
L y s g H 2 m y g L2 0, ` , .  .  .d x
and thus the domain of Ly1 coincides with those traces of functions in H 2
on the positive real line that are square integrable. Operators acting in the
spaces of analytic functions have a very interesting feature. Indeed,
bounded operators acting on the space of entire functions can be repre-
 w x w x.sented by differential operators of infinite order see 16 and 11 . One
way of applying or verifying this basic result for the inverse Laplace
transform is to use methods of spectral theory.
It is readily seen that L is an integral operator with a symmetric kernel,
and its square is
` y x .
2 2L y s s dx where y g L 0, ` . .  .  .H d xs q x0
The kernel suggests a convolution operator, and this is a crucial link with
analytic pseudo-differential operators. To bring in differential operators,
2  .we recall that yi drdx is a self-adjoint operator acting in L y`, ` .d x
2  . 2  .Thus the space L 0, ` must be replaced by L y`, ` , and this isd x d x
achieved by the following unitary transformation operator V:
V : L2 0, ` ª L2 y`, ` , .  .
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defined by
1
x r2 x y1Vy x s e y e and V g x s g ln x . .  .  .  .’x
It is readily seen that
VV * s I , and so Vy1 s V *,
where the adjoint V * is defined by
` `
Vf t c t dt s f t V *c t dt. .  .  .  .H H
y` 0
2  .We now define an operator A acting in L y`, ` ,d x
A2 26L y`, ` L y`, ` .  .d x d x
y1V x ­V
1.1 .2L2 26L 0, ` L 0, ` .  .d x d x
2 y1A [ V L V .
It is easily verified that A is an integral operator of the Carleman type
defined by a convolution
`
Ay x s k) y x s k x y h y h dh , 1.2 .  .  .  .  .H
y`
where
1
k x s . .
2 cosh xr2 .
We shall agree to denote the Fourier transform as an operator acting in
n2 26L y`, ` L y`, ` .  .d x dl
by
` ` l
il x yil xÃ Ãf l [ f x e dx and f x [ f l e d . .  .  .  .H H 2py` y`
We recall that Fourier transform is first defined on the set of continuous
functions with compact support and then is extended by continuity to
2  .L y`, ` , that is by closing its graph. Thus we obtain a unitary operator,d x
2  .and this fact is known as the Parseval equality for f , c g L y`, ` ,d x
` ` lÃ Ãf , c s f x c x dx s f l c l d . .  .  .  .  .H H 2py` y`
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2  .  .PROPOSITION 1.1. The operator A defined on L y`, ` by 1.2 is ad x
5 5bounded self-adjoint operator with A s p .
Proof. It is easy to see that the Fourier transform
pÃk l s .
cosh pl
is a bounded function. Using the Parseval relation and the fact that
Ã 2<  . <  .sup k l F p , we have for f g L y`, `lg R d x
` ` l$2 2< < < <Af x dx s Af l d .  .H H 2py` y`
` l2Ã Ã< <s k l f l d .  .H 2py`
` l2 2Ã Ã< < < <F sup k l f l d .  .H 2py`lgR
` l22 Ã< <F p f l d .H 2py`
`
22 < <F p f x dx. .H
y`
2  . 5 5Hence D s L y`, ` , A F p , and in fact the equality holds. SinceA d x
2  .A is bounded and symmetric, it is a self-adjoint operator in L y`, `d x
 w x.see 1 .
COROLLARY 1.2. The operator L 2 is a positi¨ e bounded self-adjoint
2  .operator acting in L 0, ` and,d x
5 2 5L s p .
 . 2Proof. It follows from 1.1 that L is unitarily equivalent to A, which
is a bounded self-adjoint operator.
2. THE SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION OF L 2
To find the spectral function of L 2, we only need to find the spectral
2  .function of A. By using the Parseval relation where f , c g L y`, ` , wed x
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have
`
Af , c s Af x c x dx .  .  .H
y`
`
s k) f x c x dx .  .H
y`
` l$ Ãs k) f l c l d .  .H 2py`
` l$ Ãs k) f l c l d .  .H 2py`
` lÃ Ã Ãs f l c l k l d . 2.1 .  .  .  .H 2py`
Let a be the increasing function defined by
pÃk a l s s l, a l - 0 for 0 - l - p , .  . .
cosh p a l .
and so a is defined by
2y1 p p
a l [ ln q y 1 . 2.2 .  .( 2p l l
 .We have from 2.1
p a l .Ã ÃAf , c s l f a l ? c a l d .  .  . .  .H 2p0
ya l .0 Ã Ãq l f ya l c ya l d .  . .  .H 2pp
p
Ã Ãs l f a l ? c a l .  . .  . 4H
0
a l .Ã Ãq f ya l ? c ya l d . .  . .  . 4
2p
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The above Parseval equation can then be written in a matrix form as
Ãp 1 c a la l 0  . . .Ã ÃAf , c s l f a l , f ya l d . .  .  . .  .H 0 a l2p  . Ã0 c ya l . .
2.3 .
 i x al. yi x al.4This only means that e , e are the eigenfunctionals of A, the
multiplicity of the spectrum is 2, and the associated spectral matrix is
1 a l 0 .
.
0 a l2p  .
PROPOSITION 2.1. The spectral matrix of A is
1 a l 0 .
,
0 a l2p  .
 . w xand the multiplicity of the spectrum s s supp da l s 0, p is 2.
Remark. The spectrum of A is continuous, and therefore the ``eigen-
" i x al. 2  .functions'' are distributions, namely, e that are outside L y`, ` ,d x
5 " i x al. 5e s `. Thus they are called eigenfunctionals or generalized func-
 w x.tions see 13, Vol. 3 .
Now we use our relation A s V L 2Vy1 to derive the spectral represen-
2  .  .  .  .tation for L . We shall assume that f x , c x g C 0, ` , where C 0, `0 0
is the space of continuous functions with compact support, and so integrals
are understood in the distributional sense,
` p t2 Ä ÄL f x c x dx s l f l dL l f l , 2.4 .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
2 Ä .where L is the spectral matrix associated with L and f l is its
 .transform. On the other hand, using Parseval equality, 2.3 leads to
`
2L f x c x dx s AVf , Vc .  .  .H
0
p 1Ã Ãs l Vf a l , Vf ya l d .  . .  .H 2p0
ÃVc a la l 0  . . .
= .
0 a l . ÃVc ya l . .
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This simply means that the transform associated with L 2 is
ÃVf a l . .Äf l s , .  /ÃVf ya l . .
and the spectral matrix is given by
1 a l 0 .
L l s . .
0 a l2p  .
2 w xThus the spectrum of L is continuous of multiplicity 2 and covers 0, p .
The corresponding eigenfunctionals are
ÃVf a l . .Äf l s .  /ÃVf ya l . .
H`f x Vy1ei x al. dx .0s
` y1 yi x al. /H f x V e dx .0
1  .` y qi a l2H f x x dx .0s ,1  .` y yi a l2 /H f x x dx .0
 y1r2qi al. y1r2yi al.4and thus the eigenfunctionals are x , x . Let us denote
Ä .the components of f l by
`
y1r2qi al.T f l s f x x dx .  .  .Hq
0
`
y1r2yi al.T f l s f x x dx. .  .  .Hy
0
ÄRemark. Since f has a compact support, the integrals defining f are
well defined.
3. THE SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF L
It is readily seen that L is the square root of L 2. For simplicity let us
denote
1 2 ’ ’w l [ y q ia l , l g y p , p , .  .  .2
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 .and the classical Euler]Gamma function by G x . With the help of the
eigenfunctionals of L 2, we can reconstruct the eigenfunctionals of L .
This is achieved with transmutations or what is called a transformation
 w xoperator, a very useful device in inverse spectral problems see 16 and
w x.6 . It is easy to see that the newly defined functions
wl. wl.< <y x , l s G 1 q w l x q sign l G 1 q w l x 3.1 .  .  .  .  . .  .
satisfy L y s l y, where
q1 l ) 0sign l s . y1 l - 0,
 . <   .. <and recall that l s sign l G 1 q w l .
Now use y to define the transform associated with L by
`^
f l s f x y x , l dx f g C 0, ` , .  .  .  .H 0
0
’ ’ .and thus for l g y p , p ,
^ 2 2< <f l sG 1qw l ?T f l qsign l ? G 1qw l T f l . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .y q
3.2 .
It is clear that the multiplicity of the spectrum of L is either 1 or 2. We
 .claim that Eq. 3.1 defines a complete system of eigenfunctionals, and so
 .the multiplicity is only 1. Recall that the system of eigenfunctionals y x, l
is complete if
^ 2’ ’f l s 0 for l g y p , p « f s 0 in L 0, ` . .  . . d x
^
 .  .Using 3.2 for l ) 0 and l - 0, condition f l s 0 is equivalent to the
following system:
2 < < 2G 1 q w ? T f l q G 1 q w ? T f l s 0 .  .  .  .  .  .y q
2 < < 2G 1 q w ? T f l y G 1 q w ? T f l s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .y q
Since its determinant is nonzero, we have
2 2 Ä 2T f l , T f l s f l s 0, .  .  .  .  . .y q
2 ’ ’ .   .  .4that is, f s 0 in L 0, ` . Hence the set y x, l for l g y p , p isd x
2  .complete in L 0, ` .d x
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 .We now deduce a spectral representation for L from 2.4 . The transi-
 .tion formula 3.2 , together with the Parseval relation, implies for f , c g
2  . 2 2  .L 0, ` , since the domain of L and L coincides with L 0, ` , thatd x d x
L f , Lc s L 2 f , c . .  .
Upon using the Parseval equality associated with the operator L and L 2,
we obtain
^ ^p’ 2l f l c l dr l .  .  .H
y p’
p a l .
s l T f l T c l q T f l T c l d , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H q q y y 2p0
 .where r l is the spectral function associated with L , which is to be
<  . < 2 2  .determined here. Recall that G 1 q w s l , and use 3.2 to obtain
^ ^p’ 2l f l c l dr l .  .  .H
y p’
p’ 2 2s l G 1 q w l ? T f l .  .  .  .H y
y p’
< < 2qsign l ? G 1 q w l T f l ? .  .  .  . 4 . q
2 2< <? G 1qw l ?T c l qsign l ? G 1qw l T c l dr l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  . 4y q
p’ 4 2 2 2 2s l T f l T c l q T f l T c l dr l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4H y y q q
y p’
p’ 2 2< <q sign l ? G w q 1 G 1 q w T f l T c l .  .  .  .  .  .  .H y q
y p’
2 2< <qG 1 q w G 1 q w T f l T c l dr l . .  .  .  .  .  .  .4y q
Since the second integrand is an odd function, we only need to assume that
 .r l is an odd function for the above expression to reduce to
^ ^p’ 2l f l c l dr l .  .  .H
y p’
p’ 4 2 2 2 2s l T f l T c l q T f l T c l dr l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4H y y q q
y p’
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to obtain
p’ 4 2 2 2 2l T f l T c l q T f l T c l dr l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4H y y q q
y p’
p a l .
s l T f l T c l q T f l T c l d . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H q q y y 2p0
Therefore we have
p’ 4 2 2 2 22 l t f l T c l q T f l T c l dr l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4H y y q q
0
p a l .
s l T f l T c l q T f l T c l d . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H q q y y 2p0
 .Since the above relation holds for all f and c in C 0, ` , which is dense0
2  .in L 0, ` , the measures must be equal:d x
l
2 ’2l dr l s da l 0 - l - p . .
2p
l da l .
s dl
2p dl
l
s dl
2 2’2pl p y l
l dl ’s d l
2 2 ’’ d l2pl p y l
1 ’ ’s 2 l d l
2 2’2p p y l
’l ’s d l ,
2 2’p p y l
and hence
’l’r9 l s .
2 2 2’2pl p y l
1
r9 l s . .
3 2 4’2pl p y l
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Thus we obtain
1 ’r9 l s , where 0 F l F p , .
3 2 4’2pl p y l
 .  .and to recover r l over all of s , we need to recall that r l is an odd
function,
1 ’ ’r9 l s y p F l F p . 3.3 .  .
3 2 4’< <2p l p y l
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. If f g C 0, ` , then we ha¨e0
1^p’
f x s f l y x , l dl, .  .  .H 3 2 4’< <y p’ 2p l p y l
2 2  .and F g H l L 0, ` ,d x
1^p’y1L F x s F l y x , l dl. 3.4 .  .  .  .H 3 2 4’< <y p’ 2p l l p y l
Recall that the spectral representations is not unique. A simple rearrange-
ment will allow us to obtain an increasing spectral function. Indeed, we
can define
r l y p for l G 0 .
m l [ .  r l q p for l - 0. .
 .Equation 3.4 opens the possibility of using regularization methods
w xbased on the spectral properties such as those found in 4 . It is clear that
the spectral function has three points to regularize,
’ ’l s y p , 0, and p .
4. ANALYTIC PSEUDO-DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
The following theorem furnishes a real inversion formula for L y
1
and
unveils the nature of the unboundedness of the inverse Laplace transform
operator.
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2 2  .THEOREM 4.1. Let F g H l L 0, ` . Thend x
1 d1y y1L F s V cos p D V L F where D [ . .
p dx
Proof. It is known that convolution operators can be represented as
2 Ã .differential operators. Let f g L y`, ` be such that f has a compactd x
 .support; then the Fourier transform applied to 1.2 yields
Af x ' k)f x .  .
$ Ã ÃAf l s k l f l .  .  .
p Ãs f l .
cosh pl
$ cosh pl
y1 ÃA f l s f l .  .
p
$1
s cosh p yiD f l , .  . .
p
where D s drdx. Thus by taking the inverse Fourier transform we have
1
y1A f x s cos p D f x . 4.1 .  .  .  .
p
ÃObserve that since f has a compact support, f is infinitely many times
differentiable. Now that we have a representation for the operator Ay1,
 .we can deduce from 1.1 the inverse
Ly2 s Vy1Ay1V
1
y1s V cos p D V .
p 4.2 .
1
y1 y1L s V cos p D V L , .
p
 .which is valid if V L F is in the domain of cos p D . We now show that
2 2  .F g H l L 0, ` , i.e., in the range of Laplace transform L , is sufficientd x
 . 2 2  .for V L F to be in the domain of cos p D . Indeed, if F g H l L 0, ` ,d x
2  .then there exists f g L 0, ` such thatd x
F s L f ,
and so
V L F s V L 2 f .
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 .Upon using 1.1 we obtain
V L F s AVf ,
which means that Vf is the domain of A, and V L F is in the range of A,
y1  .and, in other words, V L F is in the domain of A . Hence 4.1 implies
 .  .that V L F is in the domain of 1rp cos p D , i.e.,
1
2 2 2F g H l L 0, ` « cos p D V L F g L y`, ` , .  .  .d x d xp
 . 2 2  .and so 4.2 holds in H l L 0, ` .d x
 .Equation 4.2 establishes a direct connection of the inverse Laplace
transform with pseudo-differential operators, or differential operators of
infinite order. This allows us to use many results related to approximation
 w x.see 11 .
It is easy to see that the ill-posedness of the inverse transform is really
 .due to cos p D only, since all of the remaining operators are bounded in
 .  .4.2 , and hence any regularization should deal with cos p D only.
 .  . We recall that cos p D is a bounded operator in the space Exp C seeA
w x w x.10 and 11 , where
< < < <Exp C s g z entire g z F M exp r z . 4 .  .  .  .r
 .It is readily seen that Exp C is a Banach space with normr
5 5 < < < <u [ sup u z exp yr z . .  .r
zgC
 .Recall that if r -r ; then we have the compact embedding Exp C ¨1 2 r1
 .Exp C . These compact embeddings help the construction of countablyr2
normed spaces, as an inductive limit,
Exp C s lim ind Exp C , .  .rA
r ­ A
 .Exp CA 6 .  .  .and a sequence F is said to converge in Exp C , i.e., F s F sn A n
 .Exp Cr 6 .  .if there exists r - A, such that F s F s , i.e.,n
< < < <;K compact sup F z y F z exp yr z ª 0. .  .  .n
zgK
We now apply the above results to improve the inverse Laplace trans-
 .form as defined by 4.2 . Recall that for an entire function, the Taylor
series represents a translation, and so for a function t analytic in a
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neighborhood of the point a,
hn
nt a q h s D t a .  . n!nG0
s exp hD t a . .  .
Using the above representation we have
exp ip D q exp yip D .  .
cos p D g x s g z .  .  .
2
1s g x q ip q g x y ip , 4.3 .  .  . .2
which is valid when g in defined on the real line and has an analytic
 < < 4extension in the strip V [ Im z F p . In the setting of Theorem 4.1, we
 .observe that V L F x is defined on the real line, and thus we need
 .V L F x to be analytic, or have an analytic extension only in the strip
 < < 4V [ Im z F p for
1cos p D V L F x s V L F x q ip q V L F x y ip .  .  .  . .2
to hold. Thus we have
THEOREM 4.2. If
v
2 2  .F g H l L 0, ` ,d x
v  .  < < 4V L F x has an analytic extension in the strip V [ Im z F p , then
V L F x q ip q V L F x y ip .  .y1 y1L F x s V . 4.4 .  .
2p
 .We now simplify formula 4.4 by using the Schwartz reflection principle
 w x.  .  .see 7 . Indeed, observe that if F s is real for real s, then V L F x is also
real for real x. Hence by the Schwartz reflection principle, applied in the
 < < 4strip V [ Im z F p , we have
V L F x y ip s V L F x q ip s V L F x q ip , .  . .
 .and therefore 4.4 reduces to
cos p D V L F x s Re V L F x q ip . .  .  .
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Hence we have proved
COROLLARY 4.3. Let the following conditions hold:
v  .F s is real for real s.
v
2 2  .F g H l L 0, ` .d x
v  .  < < 4V L F x has an analytic extension in the strip V [ Im z F p .
Then
1
y1 y1L F x s V Re V L F x q ip . 4.5 .  .  .
p
 . y1Remark. In 4.4 , the operators V and V do not cancel, as it would
 .mean that cos p D commutes with V.
5. EXAMPLES
 .We now consider examples where F s is real for real s, and we shall
 .use 4.5 to compute the inverse of the Laplace transform F. For simplicity
2  . 2 2  .we shall start with f g L 0, ` , to guarantee that F g H l L 0, ` ,d x d x
i.e., it is in the range of the Laplace transform.
’ .  .w  .  .xEXAMPLE 1. Consider f t s 1r t H t y 1 y H t y 36 , which be-
2  .longs to L 0, ` and whose Laplace transform isd x
’p ’ ’F s s L f s s Er fc s y Er fc 6 s , .  .  .  .’s
’ .where Er fc s is the error function
x2
2Er fc x s 1 y exp yt dt. .  .H’p 0
By construction, F is in the range of L , and so Corollary 4.3 can be
y1  . y1 w  .xapplied to obtain f s L F s 1rp V Re V L F x q ip . Taking the
Laplace again, we obtain
’2 x’L F x s arctan x y arctan , .  .  /’ 6x
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which is an entire function of x, and so Theorem 4.2 applies:
1 2 y1’Re V L F x q ip s Re arctan y exp x y arctan exp x . .  .  .(
p p 36
Using the previous equation, we have
1 1 1’ ’Re V L F x q ip s csign 1 y exp x y csign 1 y exp x , .  .  . / /p 2 6
and so
1 1 1
y1 ’ ’V Re V L F t s csign 1 y t y csign 1 y t . 5.1 .  . . /’p 62 t
Then, using the fact that
1 if Re t G 0 .
csign t s .  y1 if Re t - 0 .
s 1 y 2 H yt , .
that is for t G 0,
’ ’csign 1 y t s 1 y 2 H t y 1 .  .
s 1 y 2 H t y 1 , .
 .from 5.1 we have
1 1
y1V cos p D V L F t s 2 H t y 1 y 2 H tr36 y 1 .  .  .  .’p 2 t
1
s H t y 1 y H t y 36 . .  .’t
2  .We obtain the required result in the L 0, ` sensed x
1
y1V cos p D V L F t s f t . .  .  .
p
EXAMPLE 2. Let
0 t F 1
f t s . y1rt t ) 1,
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which obviously belongs to the domain of L . Its Laplace transform is
given by
F s s L s s Ei ys , .  .  .
where Ei denotes the exponential integral defined by
` exp t .
Ei x s PV dt. . H ty`
Its Laplace transform is given by
y1
L F s s ln 1 q s .  .
s
and
yx
V L F x s exp ln 1 q exp x . .  . . /2
 .Clearly, V L F x is entire in x. Then by the Schwartz reflection principle
we have
1 1 yx
cos p D V L F x s Re yI exp ln 1 y exp x .  .  . . /p p 2
1 yx
s exp arg 1 y exp x , . . /p 2
which leads to
1 1
y1V cos p D V L F t s arg 1 y t . .  .  .
p p t
Recall that
0 if j ) 0
arg j s 5.2 .  . p if j - 0.
2  .Thus we have recovered f in the L 0, ` sense,d x
1 1
y1V cos p D V L F t s H t y 1 , .  .  .
p t
where H is the Heaviside step function.
2  .EXAMPLE 3. Let us take a simple function in L 0, ` , defined by ad x
pulse
f t s H t y 1 y H t y 2 . .  .  .
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Then
F s s L f s .  .
1
s exp ys y exp y2 s .  .
s
is entire and belongs to the range of L . Next we compute
L F x s ln x q 2 y ln x q 1 , .  .  .
and so
x
V L F x s exp ln 2 q exp x y ln 1 q exp x . .  .  . .  . /2
By the Schwartz reflection principle we have
1
cos p D V L F x .  .
p
1 x
s Re I exp ln 2 yexp x y ln 1 y exp x .  . .  . 5 /p 2
y1 x
s exp arg 2 y exp x y arg 1 y exp x . .  . .  . /p 2
Thus
1 1
y1V cos p D V L F t s arg 1 y t y arg 2 y t , .  .  .  .
p p
 . 2  .and upon using 5.2 we obtain in the L 0, ` sense thatd x
1
y1V cos p D V L F t s H t y 1 y H t y 2 .  .  .  .
p
s f t . .
The next example deals with the transform of the Sinc function.
EXAMPLE 4. Let us denote
sin t .
f t s , .
t
which obviously belongs to the domain of L . Then its Laplace is given by
p
F s s y arctan s . .  .
2
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 w x.The second iteration by Laplace see 9 gives
p sin s Ssi s .  .
L F s s y Ci s q cos s . .  .  .
2 s s s
Transforming the result by V yields
p
V L F x s y sin exp x Ci exp x .  .  . .  .
2
x
qcos exp x Ssi exp x exp y . 5.3 .  .  . .  .  /2
We now recall that the sine integral functions
x sin t p .
Si x s dt Ssi x s Si x y .  .  .H t 20
are real functions for real x, and
x cos t y 1 .
Ci x s g q ln x q dt .  . H t0
is also real if x ) 0. Thus we deduce that V L F is an entire function in x
that is real for real x, and thus the Schwartz reflection principle implies
that
1
cos p D V L F x .  .
p
1 x p
s Re yI exp y y sin yexp x Ci yexp x .  . .  .  /p 2 2
qcos yexp x Ssi yexp x .  . .  . 5
1 x p
s exp y Im q sin exp x Ci yexp x .  . .  . /p 2 2
qcos exp x Ssi yexp x .  . .  .
1 x
s exp y sin exp x Im Ci yexp x .  . .  . /p 2
1 x
s exp y sin exp x Im ln yexp x .  . .  . /p 2
x
s exp y sin exp x . . . /2
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Applying Vy1 leads us to
1 sin t .y1V cos p D V L F t s , .  .
p t
2  .which holds in the L 0, ` sense.d x
 . 2  .EXAMPLE 5. Consider f t s 3t exp yt ; then its Laplace transform is
6
F s s , . 3s q 1 .
and
L F s s 3 y 3s q 3s2 exp s Ei 1, s . .  .  .
Applying the V operator yields
’V L F x s 3 exp x 1 y exp x q Ei 1, exp x exp exp x q 2 x .  .  .  .  . .  .
and
1 5
cos p D V L F x s 3 exp x exp yexp x , .  .  . . /p 2
2  .which implies in the L 0, ` sense thatd x
1
y1 2V cos p D V L F t s 3t exp yt . .  .  .
p
6. CONCLUSION
Using operational calculus and pseudo-differential operators, we have
reduced the inverse Laplace transform to simple operations. Indeed, all we
 .  .need to do is to take the Laplace transform L F s where F s is the given
transform and then use translation operators with a change of variable.
w xOne should recall that similar expressions were obtained in 19 , except for
a complicated symbol involving the inverse of the Euler]Gamma function,
which remained a major obstacle for simple computational applications.
 .This difficulty is removed in our case, since the symbol cos p D is entire
and can be expressed in terms of simple translation operators.
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